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Abstract-The Financial Resolution and Deposit Insurance
(FRDI) Bill, which was proposed in Parliament in the year
2017, have given rise to many concerns (worry) over
protection for bank deposits. “Does this bill have any impact
on depositors, Banking factor and Economy?” This question is
elevated (raised) to many people. But the solution regarding
this was not yet materialized. To do this task, sentiment
analysis is used in this paper. Sentiment Analysis is used to
extract and analyze subjective information from the web mostly social media. Opinions will extract from the twitter
and pre-processed tweets are given for classifiers. The main
aim of this project is to analyze and conclude whether it gives
a positive or negative impact on Indian Economy.
I.
INTRODUCTION
“What does FRDI bill mean?” “Does the bill is really
necessary?” “Does depositors need to worry about this bill?”
“What is the impact of this paper in society?” These are all the
questions that are seen now-a-days; this paper could clear this
ambiguity in society. When any bank faces insolvency
problem then that particular bank is merged into some other
bank even before bill is passed. So, no depositor would face
any loss in their deposits, but this FRDI Bill will make
changes in this process. Because of the resultant bill if any
bank faces insolvency problem, then that particular bank will
not be merged into any other and the deposits in bank are
converted into shares of bank which means the deposited
money cannot be refunded to depositors this decision will be
taken by resolution corporation which is being assigned by
this FRDI Bill. The resolution corporation analyses financial
firms, checks the risk of failure and takes correct action and
resolve them in the case of failure.
Sentiment analysis, an application of natural
language processing, used for the extraction of emotion
analysis this is done by classifying the polarity of text in terms
of positive, negative, neutral. Based on this mood extraction
decision making of human can be known. The main aim of
sentiment analysis is to minimize the gap between human and

computer. Thus, it is collection of human intelligence and
electronic intelligence for mining the text and classifying user
sentiments, likes, dislikes and wishes. The contents generated
by users can be seen in many forms such as web logs, reviews,
news and discussion forums. Web 2.0 & 3.0 has provided a
platform to share the feelings and views about the products
and services. Social network revolution plays a crucial role in
gathering information containing public opinion. Sentiment
analysis plays a very important role to know public opinion
about the product, marketing campaigns, political issues,
social events and company strategies.
In this paper the impact of FRDI would be told using
sentiment analysis. To achieve this, task python language is
being used in this paper. The main reason for the usage of
python is due to its features, python contains many advanced
features such as simple, easy to learn, free and open source,
high-level language, portable, interpreted, object oriented,
extensible, embedded, extensive libraries. Not only because of
these features but also it is exciting and powerful language.
Writing programs in python is both fun and easy.
II.
LITERATURE SURVEY
[1] used Twitter, which is a popular micro-blogging service
where users create status messages (called “tweets”). Till then
no research has been done on micro-blogging sites like
Twitter and also tells about the pre-processing steps needed
for analysis in order to achieve high accuracy. It uses multiple
classifiers such as Naive Bayes, Maximum Entropy (MaxEnt),
and Support Vector Machines (SVM) which leads to
ambiguity to find optimum accuracy. [2] investigated on the
structure of micro-blog postings, types of expressions, and
sentiment fluctuations and made analysis on the tweets using
multi nominal bayes classifier. [3] in order to gather a large
dataset of current public opinions on a particular topic, they
decided to use Twitter and expanded on simply positive or
negative sentiment towards a candidate by classifying tweets
by emotions like happy, sad, fear, laughter, and angry,..etc.
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For that they used Support Vector Machines, Nearest
Neighbours, and Naive Bayes classifiers.
[4] performed analysis upon the collected tweets, by using the
TextBlob Python library. TextBlob also allows the use of a
built-in classifier to classify text depending on a set of training
data. [5] performed sentiment Analysis, which is a natural
language processing(NLP) task that is used mine opinion
information from various text forms like reviews, news, and
blogs and classify them by their polarity as positive, negative
or neutral. [6] Described about the people’s primary emotions,
i.e., love, joy, surprise, anger, sadness and fear, which can be
sub-divided into many secondary and tertiary emotions. Each
emotion has different intensities. The strengths of opinions are
related to the intensities of certain emotions, e.g., joy, anger,
and fear by using Rule-Based and Machine Learning based
techniques. [7] used Naive Bayes classification algorithm to
determine the helpfulness of the review because it was the
most efficient and stable basic algorithm in accordance with
the study. Based on our experience, this algorithm has
advantages like being able to handle data with many features,
handling missing data conditions, and can be used for small
data as training data.
8] choosed Twitter because 1) tweets are small in length, thus
less ambigious; 2) unbiased; 3) are easily accessible via API;
4) from various socio-cultural domains and shows in detail
about mining sentiments from tweets by pre-processing
techniques. Text classification using machine learning
algorithms is a well studied field [9] and [10] carried out
research on the performance using various machine learning
techniques (i.e., Naive Bayes, maximum entropy, and support
vector machines) in the specific domain of movie reviews. It
achieved best accuracy on Naive Bayes classifier. [11] it
shows that Naive Bayes algorithm improves accuracy of
classification of tweets, by providing positivity, negativity and
objectivity score of words present in tweets. For actual
implementation of this system, python with NLTK and
python-twitter APIs are used. [12] present general background
information on Twitter and micro- blogging. There are
number of popular press articles on leverage micro-blogging
press articles on leverage micro-blogging applications for
different purposes. According to the work done by [13]
describes about sentiment analysis is a current research area in
text mining and stem of natural language processing or
machine learning methods. It is the important sources of
decision making and can be extracted, identified, evaluated
from the online sentiments reviews. It tells about how to
connect on Twitter and search for the tweets that contain a
particular keyword and then evaluate the polarity of the tweets
as positive or negative. For the purpose of collecting
keywords, Twitter API is used and the extracted raw data are
pre-processed using Natural Language Toolkit techniques. To
obtain the best features, Naïve Bayes classifier is used. It also
evaluates the sentimental polarity.
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III.

METHODOLOGY

Fig.1: tells about the step wise procedure involved in this
proposed work
IV.
IMPLEMENTATION
A. Data Collection:
The main aim is to analyse sentiment on the extracted tweets
based on FRDI. The first and foremost step is to excerpt
tweets from the twitter API. In the process of getting tweets
user must have access on twitter database. To access Twitter
database, user requires consumer key, consumer secret key,
access token key and access token secret key. To acquire these
keys, user must sign up with their Twitter account and
authorize in order to establish a connection with the Twitter
API. Then, an application is to be created in developer level.
Once the application is created the required four keys are
ready for usage. Using these four credential keys user needs to
setup the Twitter’s API connection. In this paper,
implementation was done using python programming
language. An extractor object is created, by using that user
gets list of tweets based on a certain search key word. The list
of tweets that are extracted from the twitter database are
imported into a CSV (Comma Separated Values) file.
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Fig.2: shows the collected tweets related to FRDI in CSV
format

Fig.3: is a detail struture of a tweet
B. Data Pre-processing
Pre-processing must be performed to improve classification
effectiveness. In this paper, we use a regular expression to
pre-process. This regular expression returns a cleaned tweet.
Cleaning or pre processing tweets include removing hashtags,
removing punctuation marks, removal of URLs and convert
tweet into lowercase and replace the usernames.
For example: Consider a tweet,
Raw tweet: RT @siva_raman71: India Please do noooot pass
this #FRDI legislation. Hope you are working for the
betterment of our nation. httpâ€¦
Removal of hashtags:
Hashtags are generally used in many of the tweets to highlight
specific word which resembles their expressions or emotions
in their tweets. During analysis we ignore the hashtags but the
word associated with it is considered for classification. After
removing the hashtag in the above example the resultant tweet
is as below
RT @siva_raman71: India Please do noooot pass this FRDI
legislation. Hope you are working for the betterment of our
nation. httpâ€¦
Punctuation Marks Removal:
Punctuation Marks don’t affect the tweet or text. So, we
remove punctuation marks, in order to improve the
classification effectiveness. On punctuation marks removal for
the above example the tweet is as follows
RT @siva_raman71 India Please do noooot pass this FRDI
legislation Hope you are working for the betterment of our
nation httpâ€¦
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Removal of URLs:
To share additional information URL links are used. This
URLs may consists of video links, NEWS, YouTube links,
News movie releases. This is one of the pre-processing
techniques that helps to classify the tweets quickly. By
removing the URL for the above example it is transformed as
below.
RT @siva_raman71 India Please do noooot pass this FRDI
legislation Hope you are working for the betterment of our
nation
Convert into lowercase:
The tweet is a sentence which represents different expressions.
So, the tweet may contain either uppercase or lower case. In
order to ease the polarity process the tweet should be
represented in specific case either upper or lower. Generally
we convert the upper case letters to lower case letters. We
convert the total tweet into lowercase letters then it appears as
rt @siva_raman71 india please do noooot pass this frdi
legislation hope you are working for the betterment of our
nation
Replacement of @username:
Generally username contains @. For each and every tweet
first parameter is username. As it does not affect the
performance of the classifier ‘@user name’ is replaced with
white space. By replacing the username with a white space for
the above stated example it will be as follows
rt india please do noooot pass this frdi legislation hope you are
working for the betterment of our nation
Stop words:
The words which consist of duplicated alphabets or symbols
to carry additional effect or to extend the expression are called
stopwords. Some of examples of stopwords are happppppy,
coooooool, gooooooooooood, saaaaaaaaad. For the above
stated example there is one stop word (noooot) it will be
reformed as
rt india please do not pass this frdi legislation hope you are
working for the betterment of our nation
Tokenization:
A tweet is embedded with links, username, punctuation
marks, numbers etc... A tweet is indeed in the form of a
sentence. To classify a tweet, every word need to be checked
for its polarity rate i.e., either positive or negative or neutral
tweet. The technique of splitting downs the sentence or tweet
into individual words is called tokenization. This ideology of
tokenization simplifies the process of polarity checking. For
the above tweet on tokenization, it splits into tokens as below
‘rt’ ‘india’ ‘please’ ‘do’ ‘not’ ‘pass’ ‘this’ ‘frdi’ ‘legislation’
‘hope’ ‘you’ ‘are’ ‘working’ ‘for’ ‘the’ ‘betterment’ ‘of’ ‘our’
‘nation’
C. Classification:
In this paper we are analyzing the performance of the
classifier by using naive bayes algorithm. A naive bayes
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classifier is used mainly for large amount of data sets. Now let
us consider a small example for better understanding of naive
bayes algorithm. A fruit may be considered to be a mango if it
is green, and about four inches in diameter, and may be of
round/oval/heart shaped, or kidney-shaped. These features
depend upon each other/upon the existence of many other
features. All these properties will independently contribute to
the probability to voice that the given fruit is mango. The
algorithm works using training data set and testing data set.
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The above table shows the tweet and its length and ID of the
user who tweeted the tweet on particular Date by what means
of Source. And for that tweet how many Likes, Re-tweets are
there and Sentiment analysis for the tweet.
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Textblob package is used to implement this naive bayes
algorithm. This package is facilitated with some features like
sentiment analysis, classification, tokenization, spell
correction, etc,. A textblob function with multiple parameters
is created and passed to classify the polarity of a tweet. To
analyse the sentiment of a tweet polarity is used, which is a
measure to classify the tweets in terms of different dimensions
such as positivity, negativity or neutrality. In most of the cases
neutrality maybe ignored.
Positivity can be measured if a tweet probability is greater
than
zero
i.e.,
>0.
Negativity can be measured if a tweet probability is less than
zero
i.e.,
<0.
Neutrality can be measured if a tweet probability is equal to
zero i.e., =0.
On classification, the polarity of that particular tweet is
returned. For the example stated above we obtain sentiment
analysis as ‘Neutral’. As it carries both positive expression
and negative expression, it is considered as a Neutral tweet.
V.

RESULTS
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Figure 5 shows the percentage of positive, negative and
neutral polarity on FRDI.
VI.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have done analysis on FRDI (Financial
Resolution and Deposit Insurance) by considering the opinion
of the people from micro blogging site i.e., Twitter. Based on
the analysis made, we conclude what is the impact of FRDI
bill on Indian Economy. On analysis, we obtained the result as
49.09% as positive, 4.84% as negative, and 46.06% as neutral.
VII.
FUTURE SCOPE
We have done analysis on FRDI (Financial Resolution and
Deposit Insurance) by considering the opinion of the people
from micro blogging site i.e., Twitter. Based on the analysis
made, we conclude what is the impact of FRDI bill on Indian
Economy. Till now there was lot of work done in this
sentiment analysis field, but there wasn’t much work done that
considered the location aspect of the tweets. As extension to
this work, analysis can be made by filtering the tweets
location wise and compare it with other popular
approaches[14] in terms of accuracy and efficiency.
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